Quarantine Management Flow Chart for Overseas
Entrants (Entrants via an Airport)
<Overseas Immigration Management Team of Central Disease Control
Headquarters, Dec. 16, 2021 (Thu.)>
◆ Koreans and foreigners who do not hold a certificate of negative PCR test result for

COVID-19 (including those who hold a non-conforming certificate) shall be restricted
from getting on board the aircraft.
* However, if the certificate of negative PCR test result for COVID-19 is found
non-conforming after arrival in Korea, the Koreans shall be put to 5-day facility
quarantine (at their own expense) plus 5-day self-quarantine, and the entry of the
foreigners shall be refused.
※ As to the entrants who are exempted from submitting a certificate of negative PCR
test result, refer to ‘FAQ related to Submission of a Certificate of Negative PCR
Test Result’ in the announcement.
◆ Strengthening of the facility quarantine actions for entrants from the countries where the
Omicron variant has broken out and of the PCR test for the entrants from Africa and so
on (Nov. 28, 2021 ~)

- Entry of short-stay foreigners from 11 countries* where the Omicron variant has
broken out shall be refused (Nov. 28, 2021 ~).
* South Africa, Botswana, Zimbabwe, Namibia, Resoto, Kingdom of Eswatini, Mozambique,
Malawii, Nigeria, Ghana, and Zambia
◆ Countries that are excluded from quarantine exemption for those who have
completed vaccination → ‘All countries/regions’ are designated temporarily for 2
weeks (~ Jan. 6, 2022).
- Even the entrants who have completed vaccination shall be put to ten-day
mandatory quarantine.
※ The actions related to the outbreak of the Omicron variant such as the applicable countries
and entry refusal may be changed, when the details will be announced again.
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⇨
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1) It shall be applied only to the entrants who have completed vaccination at least 14 days
before the date of entry and who can prove it with the COOV app, or a vaccination
certificate or a vaccination sticker issued in Korea.
* In the case of the entrants who have a record of having been vaccinated once in Korea
and once abroad, if the history of the first and second vaccination can be proved with a
vaccination certificate issued in Korea, they are regarded as ‘entrants who have completed
vaccination in Korea’. (As for the registration in Korean system and issuance of vaccination
certificate, the inquiries should be sent to the local Public Health Center.)

The procedure for the asymptomatic
entrants shall be followed by object.
(It shall be considered that the PCR test to be
conducted within 1 day after the entry has
been completed.)

※ The entrants who fall under 1) or 2) above can use public transportation, if the
vaccination history can be proved using the COOV app, etc.

Action
⇨

○ Entrants from Normal Countries

2) It shall be applied only to the entrants who have completed vaccination at least 14 days
before the date of entry and who can prove it with the COOV app or a vaccination
certificate issued in Korea. (The same actions as those for the entrants who have completed
vaccination in Korea shall be applied.)
* If the vaccination history cannot be proved at the time of entry, refer to ‘Guide for
Registration of Overseas Vaccination History’ at the end of this document.
※ Vaccination certificates can be printed from ‘Vaccination Aid Homepage (nip.kdac.go.kr),
or government 24 (www.gov.kr)’ and vaccination certificates can be issued only in a Public
Health Center.
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□ Guide for Registration of Overseas Vaccination History

○ Entrants from High-risk Countries
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From 11
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Omicron
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broken out

⇨

Koreans/
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⇨
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⇨
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From other
African
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Temporary
residential
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Additional
Test

⇨
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to be
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installed

To be
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app to be
installed

Nigeria, Ghana, and Zambia

○

Holders of a Quarantine Exemption Certificate

☞ As to the details, the

「Guidelines for Issuance of Quarantine Exemption Documents to Overseas Entrants」 of the Central Disaster and
Safety Countermeasure Headquarters shall be followed.

※ The case of an entrant who holds an A1 (Diplomatic affairs), A2 (Government affairs), or A3
(Treaty) visa, or for whom a ‘quarantine exemption document‘ is issued by a Korean
embassy (or the related ministry) before the entry, etc.
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⇨
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⇨
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⇨
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⇨
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⇨

⇨
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Quarantine
to be
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* No need for a
quarantine
exemption
document

※ The persons listed above should register their overseas vaccination histories* in each of their local
public health centers and, when they have been in close contact with a confirmed case patient, the
same quarantine principles applied to those who have completed vaccination in Korea such as social
distancing can be applied.
* A documented material that includes ⓛ name, ② date of birth, ③ type of vaccine, ④ date of
vaccination, ⑤ name of vaccination institution, and ⑥ the seal of the vaccination institution or the
relevant national health authority. If the material is not in Korean or English, the translated Korean
or English version and a translation verification document (notarization is required for a version
translated personally) should be submitted together with the material.
※

When persons who have registered their vaccination histories in the domestic system enter
Korea again, they must verify that they have completed vaccination by presenting the COOV
app or a vaccination certificate issued in Korea at the screening stage. (The entrants from the
countries that are excluded from quarantine exemption cannot be exempted from quarantine.)

※ For all the entrants to whom the SOFA is applied (US Armed Forces in Korea, related
persons), PCR tests shall be carried out in a camp of the US Armed Forces in Korea.
(Howerver, entrants from Africa should wait in a temporary residential facility until the
negative PCR test result is checked.)
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* South Africa, Botswana, Zimbabwe, Namibia, Lesotho, Kingdom of Eswatini, Mozambique, Malawi,
Koreans/foreigners who
have been vaccinated
once in Korea and once
abroad

Issuance of
Certificate
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